
 

7 The Variational Principles of Mechanics
Isaac Newton introduced

rectorial mechanics

I me

In a many particle system solid body

fluid one has to determine the

force on a particle exerted on it

by all other particles
Newton introduces action reaction

But further assumptions on nature

of forces have to be made

solution is not unique
Euler and Lagrange 1750

introduced analytical mechanics
particle is no longer an isolated

unit but part of a system



incorporates auxiliary conditions

iI Soliciting
distance between

any two points
cannot change rigid

Knowledge of forces maintaining
kinematical conditions is not

necessary
Similarly the kinematical condition

during motion of fluid is that

the volume of any portion must
be preserved

Unifying principle
configuration space

of systeminitial yt

final state

actual trajectorystate of
system virtual variation



Demand that a fundamental scale
quantity known as the action
remains stationary under displacements

of trajectories
equations of motion of many particle
system follow

Generalized coordinates

Consider a system of N free particles
with coordinates Xi Yi Zi it 2 i M

express in terms of new coordinates

9 i 92 i 93N
determine these quantities as

functions of time t

For example we can make a coordinate

transformation to polar coordinates
x r sine cos d in general x ff9i 19am
y r sing sind
Z r cos

S

Ziff ft 193N



7 Calculus of variations
In order to formulate the equations

of analytical mechanics we first
need to introduce variational problems

Example 1
We wish to find a suitable plane
curve along which a particle descends
in the shortest possible time

if

I path is a curve

fthe
form

x Ga yal L
y b p

2
i B
I B
I i sag b

we can determine the velocity from
conservation of energy
Im vex mgk yet or OG FgkyT



The length of a small segment of the
path is given by

ds faxedyt
dx fitfdgt
dx fityat

Together with

Uct ddg dats uts
we obtain for the total travel time T

T Idf dads

Ig fifty dx set Flgigix

YET
Among all possible functions ya we

want to find the particular one

which yields the smallest possible value

of T b

minimize functional I Fly y x dx
9

subject to the constraints y a L y b p



General solution for arbitrary Fly g x

consider the function y fly which by
hypothesis gives a stationary value for F

consider modification

FG fix Ed G Eal
T

arbitrary differentiable function
Then at point x we have

Sy Fa fix Epix Sx o

with constraints

Sfa a
o Sf x x b o

Note that

da Sy ft fix soaked x

Sdffix f f lx g't so y ed'd

daisy s y

Similarly one can show

S FG dx SFG dx



Now we compute

SFly y x Flyted g't ed x

Fly y x

3 0 35,0b

S Fdx Is Fdx e
Eyot3f.io dx

A stationary y ft satisfies

Ey 4 35,4 dx 0

Now perform integration by parts on

second term
b

Ey a'dx 135,41 I BE odx
E ILE.IEEj0dx
b

EG OG dx 0

for arbitrary de
















